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The history of jazz is littered with figures who never seem to be appropriately appreciated 

for their contributions.  Recording mainly on baritone saxophone, long-time Sun Ra sideman Pat 

Patrick does not generally inspire the same abundant name recognition as the instrument’s best 

known players - Gerry Mulligan, and longtime Duke Ellington sideman, Harry Carney.  

Therefore, it is my purpose here to demonstrate that Patrick is one of the most important and 

overlooked voices in the history of the baritone saxophone.  First providing a more 

comprehensive early biographical background for this little-researched player, I will then show 

that Patrick represents a direct link from the early-swing style of Harry Carney to “free jazz” 

while establishing that Patrick’s tenure with Sun Ra in the 1950’s and 1960’s was influential on 

the band’s movement away from conventional, swing-oriented music. 

 Laurdine Kenneth “Pat” Patrick Junior was born in East Moline, Illinois on November 23, 

1929.  His career in jazz was set in motion from an early age as he studied drums and piano 

while also taking trumpet lessons from his father (also named Laurdine) and Clark Terry, who 

was living at the Patricks’ home at the time.  When he was twelve, Patrick’s parents separated; 

and, his father moved to California.  Soon after, Patrick suffered a hip injury playing football, 

and relocated with his mother, Laverne Williams, to Boston to receive treatment that would keep 

him in a cast for almost a year.1  After his recuperation, his mother took the family to the 

Chicago suburbs.  However, after hearing about the influential music program led by Captain 

Walter Dyett at DuSable High School in the city, his family moved so that he could attend.  

About this time, Patrick notes “my interest in music was sharply increased when at sixteen I first 

heard Lester Young.  Right away, I had to have a saxophone and my mother helped me to get 

one, an alto.  Later in the school band I was switched to baritone as someone had robbed our 

                                                 
1 Obituary of Laverne Williams, River Cities Reader, January 29, 2002. 
http://www.rcreader.com/news/laverne-williams-1910-2001 (accessed October 30, 2009). 
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apartment and taken the alto.”2  It is clear that his early years in Chicago were a major 

contributor to his eventual success with Sun Ra.  Not only was Patrick learning from Dyett, who 

is credited with teaching a formidable roster of jazz notables, including future Sun Ra band 

members Von Freeman, John Gilmore, Julian Priester, and Ronnie Boykins,3  he was also active 

professionally as the house baritonist at the Regal Theatre.  Patrick himself notes the importance 

of these formative years: 

I wrote and arranged some music while still in high school and at about 18 I would say 
that my so-called professional career began as I started playing jobs.  Before leaving 
Chicago in early 1960, I had played with quite a few giant Blues and Jazz talents that 
came through town with numerous lesser-known but no less talented artists and groups 
such as Sun Ra.4 
 

Indeed, in these early years in Chicago, Patrick had the chance to work with such legendary 

figures as Muddy Waters, Nat “King” Cole, Cab Calloway, Lillian Armstrong, and Pearl Bailey.  

While he briefly moved to Florida in 1949 to attend Florida A&M on scholarship, he soon 

returned to Chicago and enrolled at Wilson Junior College5.   

 By the time that Patrick was recruited by Sun Ra in 1952, it was evident that the young 

saxophonist was already steeped in the jazz tradition.  Patrick cites a wide range of influences at 

the time, recounting that “my other influences were Coleman Hawkins, Von Freeman, Harry 

Carney, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, and Johnny Hodges, and they helped 

shape my own style.”6  As Carney is widely considered the player who brought the baritone 

                                                 
2 Tam Fiofori, “Pat’s Rhythm Thing,” Melody Maker, April 10, 1971, 28. 
3 Gary W. Kennedy, “Captain Walter Dyett,” The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, 2nd ed., Ed. 
Barry Kernfeld, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/J791000 
(accessed November 2, 2009). 
4 Fiofori. “Pat’s Rhythm Thing,” Melody Maker, 28. 
5 Ed Hazell and Barry Kernfeld, "Patrick, Pat," The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, 2nd ed., Ed. 
Barry Kernfeld, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/J347700 
(accessed November 29, 2009). 
 
6 Fiofori. “Pat’s Rhythm Thing,” Melody Maker, 28. 
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saxophone into its modern acceptance, his inclusion on this list, along with bandmates Ellington 

and Hodges, is of special importance.  Carney’s influence on Patrick provides a direct link from 

the earliest stages of jazz baritone playing to the free jazz aesthetic later espoused by Patrick in 

Sun Ra’s band.   

 Patrick goes on to cite how the longtime Ellington sideman influenced his early playing, 

noting that “I first dug the work Carney was doing; the role of the baritone saxophone in the reed 

section and its blend with the other horns and also his solo work.  At first I used to mistake his 

baritone solos for tenor solos, because he is very fluent and his style is hip.”7  This link to Carney 

further materialized when Patrick briefly played with the Ellington band.  While the dates of this 

engagement are not known for certain, evidence at the time places this event around 1960.  

Patrick says of his time with Duke, 

I took Russell Procope’s place on alto saxophone in Duke Ellington’s band for a week on 
the road, and this gave me an opportunity to sit between Carney and Hodges.  I noticed a 
similar approach to music in Duke and Sun Ra, in terms of their ear and the music they 
hear.  They’ve both got keen ears.  Sun Ra has been a fan of Duke’s also…he used to 
collect Duke’s records, and in fact, he turned me on to Carney’s baritone solos on 
“Lightning” and “Jazz Cocktail” back in Chicago.8 
 

With this statement, Patrick shows his respect for the historical importance of Carney’s early 

influence, as the recordings cited above were recorded in 1932, when Patrick was only a few 

years old.  Notable as well is the absence of any other contemporary baritone saxophonists.  By 

the time Patrick was making his first Chicago recordings with Sun Ra, Gerry Mulligan had 

already asserted a considerable influence on the jazz community, establishing himself in the 

“cool jazz” school by contributing arrangements for the Claude Thornhill and Stan Kenton big 

bands, and participating in the famous Birth of the Cool sessions with Miles Davis in 1949-

                                                 
7 Fiofori. “Pat’s Rhythm Thing,” Melody Maker, 28. 
8 Fiofori. “Pat’s Rhythm Thing,” Melody Maker, 28. 
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1950.9 Also by this time, Serge Chaloff had emerged as a notable baritone player in the be-bop 

idiom, with his inclusion in the famous Woody Herman “Four Brothers” saxophone section from 

1947 to 1949 gaining him considerable prominence.  Yet, it seems that the approach of these 

players and others had little influence on Patrick.  Indeed, Mulligan’s “cool” approach would 

seem to run antithetical to the transformation that Patrick was making under Sun Ra, while the 

be-bop sensibilities of Chaloff, Leo Parker, and Cecil Payne were also taking place when Sun 

Ra’s music was already taking a turn away from the conventional.  Moreover, the deaths of 

Chaloff in 1957 and Parker in 1962 surely diminished any influence these players would have 

had on Patrick as contemporaries. 

 Of course, Carney and Patrick’s careers share a similar quality in that both artists spent 

the majority of their time with one bandleader, Carney staying exclusively with Ellington from 

1927 until the composer’s death in 1974, while Patrick was associated with Sun Ra for more than 

three decades, anchoring a consistent saxophone section along with Marshall Allen and John 

Gilmore.  Due to his longevity, Carney is generally viewed as a figure who provided a stabilizing, 

consistent voice for Ellington throughout the decades, adhering to the style that he set forth on 

Ellington’s famous recordings from the 1930’s and 1940’s.  Moreover, while Ellington’s output, 

generally regarded to be over two thousand compositions,10 is certainly diverse in its 

compositional techniques, it consistently draws from the tonal, swing style for which it is known.  

Certainly, Carney contributed to Ellington’s success by providing a flexible player who, at the 

same time, was dependable in drawing back to the classic Ellington sound that spawned the 

                                                 
9 Ken Morris, “The Heroes and Innovative Players of the Baritone Saxophone,” Clarinet and 
Saxophone, Spring 2009, 21. 
10 André Hodeir and Gunther Schuller, "Ellington, Duke,” Grove Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/08731 (accessed November 8, 
2009). 
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bandleader’s popularity.  In his 1962 Downbeat conversation with Carney, interviewer Don 

DeMichael eloquently sums up the aesthetic of the later Ellington bands, stating that “in addition 

to carrying a large library filled with yesterday, the band carries a spirit and tradition that began 

the day before yesterday.  Spirit and tradition are strong.”11  

It is my assertion that while Carney was a cornerstone of the Duke Ellington band due to 

his ability to convey the “spirit and tradition” of Ellington’s swing style, Patrick was an 

influential figure in Sun Ra’s ensemble owing to his ability to interpret numerous different styles 

while inciting further innovation through his forward-looking solo improvisations. Concisely, 

while Carney’s legacy was established in the consistent reproduction of the Ellington swing ideal, 

Patrick’s importance comes from his striving for new techniques over Sun Ra’s evolving musical 

landscapes.  Notably, it was in the early 1960’s that Sun Ra’s material began to peak out from its 

tonal blanket and “move farther [sic] away from any previous style of big band music.”12  

Straying away from standard blues and swing conventions to employ such techniques as free and 

collective improvisations, microtonalities, and unconventional electronic instruments, the 

tradition underlying Sun Ra’s career was that of evolution.   

The idea that Patrick influenced Sun Ra in his move into the free jazz world through his 

own playing is further supported by the fact that the bandleader was, like Ellington, known to 

write for his individual members.  In his definitive biography of Sun Ra, John Szwed cites the 

composer himself, noting that “every part of any arrangement he wrote was suited to a specific 

individual, ‘according to his vibrations, capabilities, and potentials,’ because he sensed that each 

                                                 
11 Don DeMichael, “Double Play; Carney to Hodges to Ellington,” Downbeat, June 1962, 20-21, 
44. 
12 David A. Martinelli, “The Cosmic-Myth Equations of Sun Ra,” (master’s thesis, University of 
California – Los Angeles, 1991), 
http://www.ethnomusic.ucla.edu/staff/martinelli/Sun%20Ra.htm (accessed November 6, 2009). 
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person, musician or not, gave off a different vibration, and each vibration had a different 

color.”13 Additionally, those who saw him rehearse the band could observe that “nearly all his 

writing is done at rehearsals, like Duke Ellington with the particular capacities of the individual 

in mind.”14  It seems natural then that Ra would utilize the evolving talents of his band members 

as they progressed through their tenure in his ensemble throughout the decades.   

When Patrick returned to Sun Ra’s band from a troubled marriage in 1961, he found 

himself in New York amidst a range of influences.  Without much work for the Arkestra (Sun Ra 

used this term to replace “orchestra”), Patrick spent the following years also collaborating with a 

number of different musicians, including notable players to the free-jazz movement at the time - 

Ted Curson, Grachan Moncur III, Clifford Thornton, and Don Cherry.  Accordingly, it is likely 

that his immersion into the free jazz community in 1960’s New York influenced his playing 

within Sun Ra’s ensemble, encouraging Ra’s experimentation with new “free” ideas. 

Having discussed the generalities of Patrick’s playing, its historical influences and links, 

and why his evolving style was likely to influence Sun Ra, I will elaborate on these ideas by 

offering commentary on important recordings that Patrick made with Sun Ra during the 1950’s 

and 60’s, centering on evidence of the progression to free jazz.  My discussion will focus on 

some of the first recordings Sun Ra made in Chicago after manager Alton Abraham incorporated 

Ra’s fledgling record label, Saturn Records, in 195515 and will end with three albums from 1965 

– Heliocentric Worlds (Volumes I & II), and The Magic City.  Two of Sun Ra’s most accessible 

recordings, Jazz By Sun Ra (1956) and Sound of Joy (1957), encapsulate the style of Sun Ra’s 

                                                 
13 John F. Szwed, Space is the Place: The Lives and times of Sun Ra (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1997), 120-21. 
14 Valerie Wilmer, As Serious as Your Life: The Story of the New Jazz (Westport, CT: Lawrence 
Hill, 1980), 75. 
15 Robert L. Campbell, The Earthly Recordings of Sun Ra (Redwood, NY: Cadence Books, 
1994), 5. 
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music during these Chicago times.  Both albums rely heavily on identifiable chord changes, 

blues progressions, and incorporation of modal harmony.  His compositions on these records 

generally feature short, singable melodies, while relying on textural variations provided from 

electronic keyboards and tympani to provide a particular “Sun Ra” sound.  Accordingly, the 

solos on these records adhere to basic blues and be-bop idiomatic tendencies; and, Patrick’s solos 

are no exception.   

On “Brainville” from Jazz By Sun Ra, Patrick plays over a 32-measure form which 

employs a shifting Bb minor to Ab minor tonality alternating with standard ii-V7-I progressions.  

Featuring eighth-note be-bop conventions from the day, he uses melodic sequences to create 

cohesion between the two minor modes while incorporating blues lines over the bridge, which 

features the same root progression as the familiar “turnaround” at the end of a twelve bar blues 

form.  Not surprisingly then, Patrick’s one-chorus solo on the blues “Lullaby For Realville” 

strictly adheres to blues practices in its phrasing and tonality, clearly outlining the progression by 

highlighting the chord tones at each harmonic change (See Musical Example A).16  Throughout 

his tenure with Ra in the 1950’s Patrick’s solos, like those of the other band members, stayed 

generally “inside the changes,” choosing to base their solos around the tones that made up each 

passing harmony.  Also worth mentioning is the fact that two recordings that came soon after this 

1956 example - the aforementioned Sound of Joy (1957) and Jazz in Silhouette (1958) - also 

feature the baritone saxophone playing of Charles Davis, whom Sun Ra employed along with 

Patrick. Davis can be heard soloing alongside Patrick on the blues “Two Tones” (Sound of Joy) 

in a practice reminiscent of the tenor saxophone “battles” that garnered popularity in the 1940’s, 

where a big band’s two tenors were pitted against each other in an improvisational contest.  Sun 

                                                 
16 All transcriptions are the work of the author. “Transcribed for baritone saxophone” indicates 
that they are notated at the saxophone’s written, not sounding, pitch.   
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Ra, whose penchant for the lower voices in his ensemble was noted,17  continued to use two 

baritone saxophones in his band, with Danny Thompson often joining Patrick in the 1970’s and 

80’s.  

After Patrick had rejoined the Arkestra in 1961, he recorded a fine example of the 

progression in his playing on the record The Futuristic Sounds of Sun Ra, possibly the first 

album recorded after the band had moved East.18  Here, Patrick’s movement away from 

conventional be-bop phrasing is evident immediately.  The melody of the track “What’s That” 

features the saxophone section of Patrick, Allen, and Gilmore set against the trombone of 

Bernard McKinney, who then plays a melodic solo over a functional harmonic progression.  

However, immediately upon McKinney’s completion, the trio of saxophones enters with a 

conversation between the three reed players that features a dialogue of repeated syncopations, 

harmonic shifting away from the tonal center, and imitation between the instruments that 

climaxes in a polyphonic collective improvisation before giving way to Ra’s syncopated and 

dense piano solo.  The dichotomy between Patrick and McKinney is highlighted further on the 

swinging “Space Jazz Reverie” (See Musical Example B).  With McKinney again taking a 

melodic approach to play over the functional harmonic progression, Patrick, while also using 

idiomatic melodic content, quickly garners attention by playing his phrases slightly ahead of the 

beat, effectively giving his solo an unbalanced feeling.  Moreover, this solo features Patrick 

abandoning the conventional eighth-note lines during the second eight measures to use short, 

aggressive trills before exploiting accented, off-beat eighth notes and large intervallic leaps up to 

the altissimo register of the saxophone (mm.10-15).  As Patrick had only recently rejoined Sun 

Ra at this point, I believe this solo was highly influential at the time.  It clearly anticipates Sun 

                                                 
17 Szwed, Space is the Place, 93. 
18 Campbell, The Earthly Recordings of Sun Ra, 23. 
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Ra’s mid-decade free jazz techniques, and is significantly less conventional than what either 

McKinney or Sun Ra himself plays on the track.   

1961’s The Bad and the Beautiful is another transitional record, relying on original blues-

inspired compositions alongside three jazz standards, a genre that would not again appear on 

many Sun Ra recordings until the 1970’s.  Featuring a smaller band due to the lack of regular 

musicians with Sun Ra at the time, Patrick figures prominently on the record, and again displays 

examples of the move to free jazz.  While his solo playing on the record does not stray very far 

from the stated tonality, his melodic lines are angular, and feature more 16th note lines and 

extreme upper and lower register playing.  Again, his solo on “Ankh” is longer and more 

aggressive in its phrasing than that of even Sun Ra’s, hinting again at the new influences the 

baritonist had brought back to the band with him after his absence.  Beginning with similar 

melodic blues playing as on “Lullaby for Realville,” Patrick’s progression as a player is evident 

on “On The Blue Side,” (See Musical Example C) where he incorporates more16th note 

passages(mm. 21-25, 70-73), plays in the extreme registers of his instrument (mm. 37, 53, 75-78), 

and places his phrasing well ahead of the beat to skew the relaxed rhythmic background.  While 

his harmonic vocabulary on the solo is generally pentatonic and blues-based, the overall style of 

delivery looks ahead to the Arkestra’s musical development.  Still, these inclinations toward a 

freer style do not compare to what Patrick would record around one and a half years later, when 

his solo on “Calling Planet Earth” from When Sun Comes Out unleashes a blistering attack of 

atonal baritone saxophone shrieks over a barrage of percussion and jabbing piano.  Indeed, it is a 

far cry from the recordings made only a few years prior, and surely confirms that Patrick was 

working from an expanded palette of influences that he had found in New York.   
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Sun Ra’s full immersion into free jazz is evident on the two volumes of Heliocentric 

Worlds recorded in 1965, which feature the heavy percussion, aggressive, unmetered solos, and 

collective improvisation that would come to further define his work.  On both “Other Worlds” 

and “Cosmic Chaos,” Patrick again takes the reigns with blistering improvisations that focus 

more on the timbral possibilities of the baritone saxophone while abandoning any sense of 

traditional discernable melody.  Pushing his saxophone to its limits on both examples, Patrick 

employs flurries of notes throughout the entire range of his instrument while adding short, 

contrasting clusters of notes.  Finally, Patrick’s free jazz techniques are paramount to the success 

of 1965’s “The Magic City,” from the album of the same name.  A clear reference to Sun Ra’s 

hometown of Birmingham, Alabama, this programmatic work represents a “parable of 

disillusionment,” embodying searching, pain, exhilaration, and arrival in a piece that “attempts to 

be, and almost is, monumental.”19  Here Patrick enters soon after Danny Davis’ alto and John 

Gilmore’s tenor to create a captivating collective improvisation, contributing to the ensemble 

with low-register rumblings under the howling of the upper saxophones.  While Patrick is clearly 

comfortable in his role in the collective, his playing is more restrained when coupled with the 

other players, focusing more on using the tessitura of his instrument for support while his 

“rhythmic variety blossoms “20 on his later solo on the twenty-seven minute track.   

The Magic City represents a full-fledged movement toward the expressive possibilities 

embodied in the free jazz movement and is regarded as one of Sun Ra’s seminal compositions. 

Free of any notated material, but rather organized with only a sense of sequence, themes, and 

effects, The Magic City was highly progressive as an extended programmatic work in jazz.21  

                                                 
19 John Litweiler, The Freedom Principle (New York: William Morrow, 1984), 146. 
20 Litweiler, The Freedom Principle, 147. 
21 Szwed, Space is the Place, 214. 
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Consequently, this music, attempting to capture a feeling without the benefit of using notated 

music as a point of departure, posed significant challenges for its players.  Litweiler further notes 

that “what’s amazing is the transformation of these improvisers when they abandoned the 

(Charlie) Parker heritage to create Free jazz which depends on their vital resources, with 

probably a few of (John) Coltrane’s and (Albert) Ayler’s techniques.”22 

Certainly, in moving from his early days playing blues in Chicago to becoming one of the 

preeminent baritone saxophonists in the free jazz tradition, Pat Patrick had to rely on his inner 

musical resources.  Paving the way for the baritone saxophone in free jazz, he applied his 

knowledge of the tradition set forth by Harry Carney to advance past be-bop idioms and provide 

a catalyst for Sun Ra’s 1960’s movement toward free playing.  Despite the fact that the baritone 

saxophone will probably never go on to command the type of attention garnered by the alto and 

tenor, it is clear from my discussion that Pat Patrick represents an important voice as one of the 

prognosticators of the instrument’s use in free jazz.  While he may never become a household 

name, Patrick remains underrated for his immense contributions to the history of jazz.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
22 Litweiler, The Freedom Principle, 147. 
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